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Fine Granular Scalable Video Coding Using
Context-Based Binary Arithmetic Coding
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new efficient entropy
coding scheme, namely context-based binary arithmetic coding for
bit-plane coding (CBACBP), for the enhancement layer of fine granular scalable (FGS) video coding. The basic structure of proposed
CBACBP is based on the traditional bit-plane coding of MPEG-4
FGS. However, in order to enhance the coding efficiency of bit-plane
coding, a newly designed context-based binary arithmetic coding
scheme is used. In CBACBP, we apply three types of probability
estimation techniques. The first type relies on local information
of a given symbol to code, such as bit-plane level, data level and
frequency component. In the second type, the preceding symbols
in the same and/or higher bit-planes are used. In the third type, we
consider complexity of a block including the symbol based on the
number of coded nonzero coefficients in the block. Experimental results show that the proposed CBACBP improves the PSNR up to 1.2
and 0.5 dB compared with MPEG-4 FGS and JSVM, respectively.
Index Terms—Bit-plane coding, fine granular scalable (FGS),
scalable video coding, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the growth of the transmission of multimedia content on the Internet, scalable video coding (SVC) has
actively been researched for the network video application, such
as Internet streaming video [1]. Considering the requirements
for the Internet streaming video application, fine-granularscalability (FGS) video-coding scheme is introduced originally
in [2]. In the initial stage of research on FGS in MPEG-4,
three outstanding approaches were proposed for coding the
FGS enhancement layer: wavelet, DCT, and matching-pursuit
based methods [3]. In particular, the performance of different variations of bit-plane DCT-based coding [4], [5] and
wavelet compression methods have been studied, compared,
and presented in [6]. Based on a thorough analysis of the
FGS enhancement-layer (signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)) signal,
the study in [6] concluded that both bit-plane DCT coding
and embedded zero-tree wavelet (EZW)-based compression
provide very similar results. The same conclusion was reached
by the MPEG-4 FGS effort. Consequently, due to the fact that
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the FGS base-layer is coded using MPEG-4 compliant DCT
coding, employing embedded DCT method for compressing
the enhancement layer is a sensible option [6].
Therefore, the basic MPEG-4 FGS coding scheme is built
upon the original FGS scalability structure proposed in [2], and
embedded DCT coding of the enhancement layer as proposed
in [4] and [5]. An overview on the FGS video coding technique
defined in MPEG-4 is provided in detail in [7].
With the introduction of H.264/AVC [8] the most powerful and state-of-the-art standard, a new FGS video coding
scheme called AVC-FGS was proposed in [9]. AVC-FGS uses
a H.264/AVC (JM 5.0) for base layer and UVLC for the FGS
enhancement layer. The study showed that a coding efficiency
of UVLC was slightly inferior to MPEG-4 FGS. In the study
in [10], the variable block-size transform and context-based
entropy coding techniques were designed for the enhancement
layer of FGS video coding. In particular, in order to take the
advantage of the characteristics and correlations of symbols
coded in the FGS enhancement layer, simple context models
are designed for the arithmetic coding according to symbol
type and transform size. In the study in [11], a context adaptive
bit-plane coding (CABIC) with a stochastic bit reshuffling
(SBR) scheme was proposed. In order to improve coding
efficiency, CABIC constructs context models based on both
the energy distribution in a block and the spatial correlations
in the adjacent blocks. Moreover, it exploits the context across
bit-planes to save side information.
Recently, the scalable extension of H.264/AVC was selected
as the first Working Draft [12] and a reference encoder was described in the joint scalable video model (JSVM 0) [13]. In
order to support fine granular SNR scalability, progressive refinement (PR) slice [14]–[16] is introduced to JSVM. A refinement signal that corresponds to a bisection of the quantization
step size is represented in PR slice. In addition, with the exception of the modified coding order, the CABAC [17] entropy
coding specified in H.264/AVC is reused in PR slice. According
to SVC working draft [18] and JSVM annex S [19], key picture
uses the conventional closed-loop motion compensation and the
reference pictures for the key picture shall be base representation without FGS enhancement. On the contrary, the reference
pictures of nonkey picture shall be base representation + FGS
enhancement. Hence, if FGS layers are truncated drift error is
inevitable for the nonkey pictures. In order to limit the corresponding drift, temporal prediction in a key picture is limited to
the base layer. Thus, the key picture is used as resynchronization point between encoder and decoder. In the meantime, [27]
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TABLE I
BASIC CODING STRUCTURES FOR IMPLENENTED FGS CODECS

proposed a leaky prediction based solution to improve the FGS
coding of the close-loop P frames by using temporal prediction
signal which is adaptively formed from both the enhancement
layer reference frame and base layer reference frame based on
the information coded in the base layer. This solution is referred
to as AR-FGS (FGS coding with adaptive reference). AR-FGS
significantly improves the FGS layer coding efficiency with effective control on the drift.
In this paper, we focus on the design of a new efficient
FGS coding scheme and propose context-based binary arithmetic coding for bit-plane coding (CBACBP). The proposed
CBACBP seems to be similar to [10] and [11] in the aspect of
using context-based arithmetic coding method for FGS coding.
However, one of the main differences is what context model to
use and how to use it. In CBACBP, we have adopted three types
of probability estimation techniques, such as local information,
the preceding symbols in the same and/or higher bit-planes and
the statistical distribution of coded symbol according to block.
In Section III, we will explain these in detail.
The coding structure of CBACBP is also quite different from
that of JSVM FGS. CBACBP adopt the structure of traditional
bit-plane coding in [7] but JSVM FGS combine two structures:
the general layered concept of requantization and progressive
refinement coding for a given requantized layer. Therefore,
CBACBP and JSVM FGS use different techniques of context
modeling because they adopt different coding structures.
In order to verify the coding efficiency of the proposed
method, we have implemented two kinds of FGS codecs:
H.264-FGS-VLC and H.264-FGS-CBACBP. Table I shows the
basic coding structures for those codecs. In H.264-FGS-VLC,
H.264/AVC (JM 9.5) [20] is used for the base layer coding and
the traditional bit-plane coding in MPEG-4 FGS is used for the
enhancement layer coding. In H.264-FGS-CBACBP, we also
use H.264 (JM9.5) for the base layer coding and the proposed
CBACBP scheme is used for the enhancement layer coding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews the two FGS coding schemes in MPEG-4 FGS
and JSVM, respectively. In Section III, we propose an efficient
FGS coding scheme named CBACBP. In Section IV, the performance of the proposed coding technique is compared with
JSVM and MPEG-4 FGS. Finally, the paper is completed with
some conclusions in Section V.

Fig. 1. Structure of H.264-FGS-VLC.

In this section, we will discuss two kinds of well-known
FGS coding techniques used in MPEG-4 FGS and JSVM,
respectively.

ASP with H.264/AVC for the base layer coding is expected to
bring improvements in coding efficiency. There has been some
works reported regarding the combination of the MPEG-4 FGS
and the H.264/AVC [9], [21]. The approach taken is a direct implementation of the MPEG-4 FGS enhancement layer, without
any modification, on the top of the H.264/AVC encoder. The
base layer is implemented by using H.264/AVC reference software version JM 9.5. In the enhancement layer, the bit-plane
coding method in MPEG-4 FGS is directly implemented. Fig. 1
shows our designed H.264-FGS-VLC encoder.
The bit-plane coding in MPEG-4 FGS (or H.264-FGS-VLC)
considers each quantized DCT coefficient as a binary number of
several bits instead of a decimal integer of a certain value [7].
For each DCT block, the 64 absolute values are zigzag ordered
into an array. A bit-plane of the block is defined as an array of
64 bits, taken one from each absolute value of the DCT coefficients at the same significant position. For each bit-plane of each
block, (RUN, EOP) symbols are formed and variable-length
coded (“Bit-plane VLC”) to produce the output bitstream.
Bit-plane VLC is based on Huffman coding. Since the statistics of the first three bit planes (MSB, MSB-1, and MSB-2) are
very different from each other and from the lower bit-planes,
corresponding four VLC tables have been designed for MSB
plane, MSB-1 plane, MSB-2 plane, and the other bit planes.
The designed bit-plane VLC tables reflect the statistical distribution of each bit plane. But still there is plenty of room
for improvement. It still shares the fundamental disadvantage
of Huffman coding that assigns a codeword containing an integral number of bits to each symbol. The usage of only fixed
VLC tables does not allow an adaptation to the actual symbol
statistics, which may vary over spatial and temporal as well as
for different source material and coding conditions. In MPEG-4
FGS [7], no temporal prediction at all is performed for the enhancement layers because temporal prediction in the enhancement layer causes drift problem.

A. H.264 Based MPEG-4 FGS

B. JSVM

In MPEG-4 FGS, MPEG-4 advanced simple profile (ASP) is
used for the base layer coding. So, the replacement of MPEG-4

SVC is an extension of the newly adopted H.264/AVC video
standard. The basic design of SVC can be classified as lay-

II. OVERVIEW OF PREVIOUS FGS CODING
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Fig. 3. Basic coding structure of CBACBP.

A. Overall Coding Structure of CBACBP

Fig. 2. Structure of hierarchical B-pictures using FGS.

ered video codec. In order to support fine granular SNR scalability, JSVM adopted so-called progressive refinement (PR)
slices [14]–[16]. Each PR slice is regarded as a FGS layer which
represents a refinement signal that corresponds to a bisection of
the quantization step size (QP increase of 6). Each FGS layer
is represented as a group of multiple bit-planes. However, these
bit-planes are coded by a cyclical block coding [22], [23] instead of traditional bit-plane coding used in MPEG-4 FGS. The
coding order of transform coefficient levels has been modified.
Instead of scanning the transform coefficients macroblock by
macroblock as it is done in “normal” slices, the transform coefficient blocks are scanned in several paths, and in each path
only a few coding symbols for a transform coefficient block are
coded. So, the quality of the SNR base layer can be improved in
a fine granular way. Therefore, with the exception of the modified coding order, the CABAC entropy coding as specified in
H.264/MPEG4-AVC [17] is reused.
As we mentioned in the Section I, the reference pictures of
nonkey picture shall be base representation + FGS enhancement. Fig. 2 shows the typical example of the reference pictures
for the key picture and nonkey picture. As shown in Fig. 2, the
reference pictures for key pictures are the base representations,
which mean the decoded picture without using FGS enhancement, and those of nonkey pictures are base quality + FGS enhancement [24]–[26].
When FGS layers are truncated the reference pictures that are
used in encoder and decoder are different. In order to limit the
corresponding drift, the key pictures are used as resynchronization point between encoder and decoder as illustrated in Fig. 2.
III. PROPOSED FGS CODING ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose a new efficient FGS coding
scheme called context-based binary arithmetic coding for
bit-plane coding (CBACBP). In Section III-A, we introduce
the basic coding structure of CBACBP and CBP (coded block
pattern) coding. The procedure of CBP coding is depicted in
Fig. 3. In Section III-B, probability estimation technique in
CBACBP is discussed.

Variable length coding (VLC) assigns a variable length code
word to each codeword based on the probability of its occurrence. In the MPEG-4 FGS, Huffman coding is used for the enhancement layer coding. Huffman coding can be optimum if the
symbol probability is an integer power of 1/2. However, arithmetic coding is a data compression technique that encodes data
by creating a code string, which represents a fractional value on
the number line between 0 and 1. Therefore, it actually achieves
the theoretical entropy bound of compression efficiency for any
source.
Therefore, in order to design an efficient FGS coding scheme,
we propose context based binary arithmetic coding for bit plane
coding. The proposed CBACBP adopt arithmetic coding and
utilizes many useful contexts to get a skewed probability distribution, which hopefully gives high probability to the symbols that actually occur. We can thus enhance the coding efficiency of binary arithmetic coding. We will discuss more details
in Section III-B.
Fig. 3 shows the basic coding structure of CBACBP. The
basic structure of the proposed CBACBP is based on the
traditional bit-plane coding (bit-plane VLC) in MPEG-4 FGS.
However, the bit-plane VLC is replaced with CBACBP to
enhance the coding efficiency of the bit-plane coding. In
Fig. 3, the residual signal obtained from subtracting reconstructed-based image from original image is divided into 4 4
blocks and transformed. After that, those DCT coefficients are
zigzag ordered and formed into several bit-planes according to
their magnitude levels.
In the CBP coding, we encode whether the MSB plane
of each block is reached or not. In the binarization process
depicted in Fig. 3, the MSB plane of each 4 4 block can vary
from one block to another. Hence, before the MSB plane in each
block is reached, we need to send (code) a signal, msb_not_
reached, which indicates whether MSB plane is reached or not.
In order to signal msb_not_ reached, we utilize a similar coding
scheme used in MPEG-4 FGS [7]. From extensive experiments,
we have confirmed that the CBP coding in MPEG-4 FGS
provided very good coding efficiency. Since many 4 4 blocks
have fewer bit planes than the maximum number of bit planes
in a frame, there are many cases that MSB is not reached.
Therefore, to signal msb_not_reached for every block is not
efficient. Hence, we classify each macroblock into three types
of blocks, such as 4 4, 8 8, and 16 16 blocks according
to size. With the same methodology used in MPEG-4 FGS,
“MB_msb_not_reached” for each block is hierarchically coded
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by the unit of MB. By combining FLC and VLC in MPEG-4
FGS, we encode MB_msb_not_reached and msb_not_reached.
More details on CBP coding and binarization processes are
explained in [7].
In the probability estimation step, we estimate the probability
of a given symbol to code. Based on the context models, a probability model is selected such that the corresponding choice
may depend on previously encoded binary symbols. In the binary arithmetic coding step, the binary arithmetic coding engine
makes a bitstream from the probability estimation of a given
symbol.
B. Probability Estimation

Fig. 4. Local information of a given symbol in a block.

Binary arithmetic coding is based on the principle of recursive
interval subdivision and an estimated probability of the given
symbol is represented by its range. The given interval is subdivided into two subintervals, LPS and MPS. Depending on the
observed binary decision, either identified as the LPS or the
MPS, the corresponding subinterval is then chosen as the new
current interval. Thus, if we know the probability of a given
, the probability of the symbol to be one
symbol to be zero,
. Therefore, in the probis automatically determined by
is necessary.
ability estimation step, only the estimation of
In order to efficiently estimate the probability of a given
symbol to code, we apply three types of probability estimation
techniques. The first type relies on local information, such as
bit-plane level and frequency component, of the symbol. The
second type mainly depends on the preceding symbols in the
same bit-plane layer as well as in the different bit-plane layers.
In the third type, we use complexity of a block where a current
symbol is included. The complexity of a block is measured
by the number of nonzero coefficients. In the following paragraphs, we discuss these three types of probability estimation
techniques in detail.
In the bit-plane coding, we generally have different statistical
distribution of binary symbols for each bit-plane level. In order
for a symbol, we basically use
to more accurately estimate
the local information. Local information includes the bit-plane
level, the data level and the scanning position. Each of them is
defined as follows.
BPL (bit-plane level)

The index of the bit-plane layer
of a given symbol in terms of the
most significant bit-plane level in
each frame.

DL (data level)

The index of the bit-plane layer
of a given symbol in terms of the
most significant bit-plane level in
each 4 4 block.

SP (scanning position)

The order of the zigzag scanning
of a given symbol in each 4 4
).
block (

Fig. 4 represents the local information. In Fig. 4, the frame is
represented by 6 bit-plane levels from 0 to 5 and the block has 5
bit-plane levels. Hence, in the block, the value of BPL is always
larger than that of DL by one. The binary symbol “A” in Fig. 4
,
, and
.
has local information of

TABLE II
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF SYMBOL ZERO
ACCORDING TO THE “BPL” AND “DL”

Fig. 5. Probability of a symbol to be zero according to SP.

Not every 4 4 DCT block has the same number of bitplanes. In other words, the MSB plane of each individual block
can vary from block to block in terms of BPL. Hence, for a given
data level, the statistical distribution of binary data needs to be
determined by considering corresponding BPL. Based on the
extensive experiments of many video sequences, we have observed the probability distribution of binary data according to
BPL and DL. In Table II, the probability distribution of zeros is
represented. We can see that the probability of zero is changing
according to not only DL but also BPL. Hence, if we use DL
and BPL then, we can get more skewed probability distribution
than only use DL. Fig. 5 represents the probability distribution
of the symbol zero according to SP. In Fig. 5, we observed that
probability distribution of the binary data is variable according
to SP.
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P (0) according to N .

Fig. 6. Contexts of a given symbol in a block.

Context modeling is based on the fact that a symbol which
has appeared recently will appear in a near future, so the more
times that it appears the higher probability that it appears again.
We use context because the probability of a binary symbol appearing in a given position heavily depends on the symbols that
have appeared before. When using the information of context
we also have to take care of what is the context of the current symbol, and thus we take only the probability of the symbols which have appeared under the given context. In bit-plane
coding, binary data are context sensible, that is, under a given
context the same symbols tend to appear, so we can get a more
reliable probability. The goal of a context modeling is to get
a skewed probability distribution, which hopefully gives high
probability to the symbols which actually occur, and thus we
can code them with fewer bits. As shown in Fig. 6, we define
several terminologies as follows.
Represents a given binary symbol in
a 4 4 block.
The index that represents whether
nonzero symbol (“1”) has been already
reached or not at a given SP in a block.
It is defined as
for

(1)

otherwise.
We once define a block as a complex block, which includes
many nonzero coefficients. In the complex block, we have more
nonzero symbols compared to a normal block. Hence, for a complex block, we need to use a different probability estimation
model. In order to efficiently apply the concept to the bit-plane
coding, we define “complex-bit-plane” which has more nonzero
symbols than in the normal bit-plane level. Therefore, the index
is used to measure complexity of the corresponding bit-plane
as follows:
and obtained by using
(2)

Fig. 8. The variation of

N according to DL.

Then, in a given bit-plane, we determine whether the corresponding bit-plane is “complex-bit-plane” or not. For complexity-bit-plane, we consider four cases according to the value
as
of

(3)
where represents the threshold value to determine whether the
corresponding bit-plane is “complex-bit-plane” or not and is
a value used to classify the “complex-bit-plane” into four cases
according to the range of . For simplicity, in our experimental
results, we fixed into 4, 5, and 6 according to
,
, and
, respectively. The value of is set to one.
according to and the variation of
The variation of
according to DL are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
C. Context Index Modeling
In this subsection, we give a shape to a probability estimation
using the context modeling mentioned in Section III-B. The entity of probability models used in CBACBP can be represented
by such four context arrangement functions. Hence, each probability model can be identified by a unique so-called context
index as

(4)
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TABLE III
CONTEXT DATA AND ASSOCIATED CONTEXT CATEGORY

The first context arrangement function
indicates a specified context category of the corresponding context index. We have classified the context model into six categories. The first five categories are differentiated based on BPL
and DL, and the sixth category is assigned to the case of a “complex-bit-plane.” Table III represents the context categories according to context models.
indicates
The second context arrangement function
the context offset for the last context category (“complex-bitcan be represented by one of
plane”). In our CBACBP,
four values (0, 1, 2, and 3) according to the range of defined in
,
(3). The third context arrangement function,
represents the context offset according to SP.
is classified into three types of models according to DL and
context category. Specifications for the third context offset according to SP are explained as follows.
If (
{
If (

TABLE IV
BASIC CODING STRUCTURES FOR IMPLENENTED

particular, in order to take the advantage of the characteristics
and correlations of symbols coded in the neighboring SP,
simple context models are designed as
(5)
The context increment index is specified as follows.
)

If (
{
If (
{

)

)
if
if

)
if
if
if

}
else
if
if

else
if
if
if
}
else

.

In Table IV, we represent the second and third context offsets
together by considering DL and context category in terms of a
given SP.
Finally, the fourth context arrangement function,
, represents context increment to finally
based on the
obtain the corresponding context index
previously obtained context category and context offsets. In

}
else

.

Therefore, we represent the relation between context index
and context argument functions in Table V. Basic procedure
of the probability estimation technique in CBACBP is represented in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, “BAC” represents the binary arithof the
metic coding engine that generates a bitstream from
corresponding symbol. In order to implement binary arithmetic
coding, we followed the general rule for the arithmetic coding.
At the start, the coding interval is initialized to the whole scale
[0, ). We then project the estimated probability model of a new
symbol to the initialized interval and obtain a new interval. The
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TABLE V
CONTEXT INDEX AND CONTEXT ARGUMENT FUNCTIONS

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF CODING BIT RATE BETWEEN CBACBP AND H.264-FGS-VLC

new interval for the symbol is repeatedly updated and calculated from the model scale of the new input symbols. In the
meantime, we compare the new interval with the scale [0, )
to determine whether there is any bit for transmission down the
channel. These bits are due to the redundancy in the binary representation of lower and upper values.
In Fig. 10, we compare the number of average coding bits
for encoding four bit-planes in the enhancement layer according
to adding each proposed probability estimation method. In T1,
without considering BPL, the probability distribution is estimated and updated according to DL and SP. T2 and T2 additionally include BPL and complex-bit-plane ( ), respectively. In
.
T4, all the method described in Fig. 10 is used to estimate
As we add each proposed probability estimation technique, we
can obtain better coding efficiency.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Fig. 9. Basic procedure of probability estimation.

Fig. 10. Number of average coding bits according to using each proposed probability estimation method.

In our experiments, the following three kinds of FGS coding
schemes have been compared using these three codecs:
1) Codec 1: H.264-MP4-FGS codec;
2) Codec 2: H.264-CBACBP;
3) Codec 3: JSVM [29].
We have developed Codec 1 and Codec 2. In both codecs,
H.264 reference software (JM9.5) has been used for base layer
coding. For the FGS enhancement layer coding, MPEG-4 FGS
and proposed CBACBP are implemented in Codec 1 and Codec
2, respectively. In the experiments, two sets of experiments were
performed. In the first experiment, the coding performance between MPEG-4 FGS and CBACBP is compared using Codec 1
and Codec 2. In the second experiment, using the latest current
JSVM [29] for the base layer coding, we compare the PSNR
performance of all the FGS coding schemes.
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Fig. 11. Luminance PSNR comparison of FGS-VLC (MPEG-4 FGS), JSVM, simplified CBACBP, and CBACBP.

A. MPEG-4 FGS Versus CBACBP Based on H.264
The main goal of this test is to evaluate the coding efficiency
between CBACBP and MPEG-4 FGS. In the experiments, fixed
QP value (40) is used for the base layer coding. Since Codec 1 and
Codec 2 have used the same base layer coding method (H.264: JM
9.5), the PSNR values and subjective quality of the reconstructed
images are exactly the same only if the encoding of each bit-plane
is finished. Therefore, in Table VI, we compare the resulting bitrate at the end-coding-points of the second and fourth bit-planes.

In this experiment, we have observed that CBACBP provides
bit-saving result up to 17% compared to MPEG-4 FGS.
B. Comparison of All the FGS Coding Schemes
In this experiment, for a fair comparison, the authors adopt
an unmodified JSVM reference software with enabled AR-FGS
[29]. In Fig. 11, we compare the PSNR performance of all the
FGS coding schemes under the common testing conditions
provided in the latest JSVM [28], [30]. In Table VII, simulation
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TABLE VII
SIMULATION CONDITIONS

conditions are shown. For the simplified CBACBP in Fig. 11,
we only consider local information (BPL, DL, and SP) for the
context modeling. In Fig. 11, we observe that the proposed
CBACBP provides better PSNR performance compared to
MPEG-4 FGS (FGS-VLC) and JSVM.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new efficient entropy coding scheme, namely
CBACBP, has been proposed for the enhancement layer of FGS
video coding. The basic structure of proposed CBACBP is based
on the traditional bit-plane coding in MPEG-4 FGS. However,
in order to enhance the coding efficiency of the traditional bitplane coding, newly designed context-based binary arithmetic
coding scheme is used. In CBACBP, various context models are
designed to take advantage of the characteristics and correlations of symbols in each bit-plane and different bit-planes. Experimental results show that the proposed CBACBP provides
higher PSNR performance up to 0.5 and 1.2 dB than MPEG-4
FGS and JSVM FGS, respectively.
This work proves that the bit-plane coding in MPEG-4 FGS
and JSVM FGS coding schemes can be further improved in
coding efficiency by combining the structure of MPEG-4 FGS
and a well-developed context modeling technique for the coding
structure. In our research, we replace the FGS entropy coding
scheme and it is an applicable solution for the low-delay application [27]. However, In order to provide the more generalized
application for the variable size of GOP, the proposed scheme
needed to be combined with hierarchical prediction schemes
[26], [29] used in the current scalable video coding standard.
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